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Mr. Chairman:

My purpose in intervening in the debate at this time is 

to call to the attention of the First Cornmitt e a joint draft resolution 

which I intend to submit in the name of Canada, Norway* Sweden and 

others. Although the Committee will be discussing various resolutions at 

a later stage, I believe that it may facilitate our work if I give some 

indication now of what the co-sponsors seek to achieve in submitting 

their draft proposals.

In his most helpful statement yesterday the distinguished

Foreign Minister of Sweden clearly described the situation which is now 

facing the Committee. He pointed to the need for conceitrating at this 

time on the essential question of negotiating machinery.

First I wish to emphasize strongly th:.t the draft resolution

is not intended to be a controversial document. It seexs neither to erdorse 

the position of any one side; nor to cast criticism in any one direction.

It is concerned mainly with the problem of re-starting negotiations and 

facilitating the attainment of the goal of general ard complete disarmament 

under effective international control. It goes farther than a mere exhort tien 

in this regard, however, by seeking to strengthen Unit d Nations influence 

on the course of negotiations and principally to bring to h %r t- opinion and 

views of the middle and small Powers. It provides fir - reparatcry steps t< 
be taxen at once.

All States have -in irt rest in the- outc : r . lions

Committee. Peoples everywhere ar> watching ing and i.cpir.g.
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